Operating principle and integration of in-plane gate logic devices Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 242106 (2011) Ga-Sb-Se material for low-power phase change memory Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 243111 (2011) Forming-free resistive switching behaviors in Cr-embedded Ga2O3 thin film memories J. Appl. Phys. 110, 114117 (2011) Modulating resistive switching by diluted additive of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) in poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) J. Appl. Phys. 110, 114518 (2011) AC conductance measurement and analysis of the conduction processes in HfOx based resistive switching memory Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 232105 (2011) Additional information on J. Appl. Phys. The crystallization properties of phase-change memory (PCM) cells are studied at microsecond time scales using a novel micro-thermal stage. The time for recrystallization due to thermal disturbances is measured for varying amorphous volume fractions and annealing temperatures. PCM cells of intermediate resistances programmed with three different programming schemes are investigated and compared. For multi-bit programming, controlling the pulse-tail duration may be preferable as it has better retention characteristics than pulse-amplitude modulation or current-filament control. The effect of incomplete crystalline filaments on crystallization speed is experimentally investigated in this work, and the Arrhenius parameters are extracted from our crystallization time measurements to support a proposed unified mechanism for crystallization and drift. We have also found that recrystallization can be suppressed by more than 20% when there is a second of delay time between thermal disturbances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phase-change memory (PCM) is a promising candidate for non-volatile memory technology. [1] [2] [3] Despite the demonstration of high speed, endurance, and scalability, a number of physical phenomena including crystallization and threshold switching are still not very well understood. Understanding these phenomena is critical in order to scale the devices for future technologies and to build a large array of reliable devices. One of the major challenges has been to study the crystallization property of the phase change memory cell due to inadequate understanding of crystallization physics, its strong dependence on materials and device geometry, and even the statistical nature of the crystallization process. 4 In particular, the recrystallization process-where a portion of the amorphous region formed by the reset process goes back to the crystalline phase, allowing current flow through the device and, hence, resulting in a low-resistance state-is highly dependent on the ambient temperature of the cell. This can be a serious issue when the temperature disturbance from the neighboring cells that are being programmed causes partial crystallization of the cell, resulting in retention failure. 5 In this work, the crystallization properties of the lateral PCM cell are investigated by ruling out possible dependence on materials, device geometries, or statistical variations by repetitively measuring a PCM cell in a fixed geometry.
It has been reported that the nature of the amorphous region and the availability of the nucleation/growth sites within the cell also strongly affect the crystallization process. 6 A study on how the time for crystallization due to thermal disturbance depends on the cell resistance or the amorphous fraction would, thus, help in developing more accurate crystallization models for the PCM cell. Another issue that is not well understood but is of practical importance in the development of multi-level PCM cells is the drift of the cell resistance. Recently, Ielmini et al. 7 proposed that a common physical interpretation for drift and crystallization is possible, based on a thermal excitation model for structural relaxation. Because the drift involves the increase in the amorphous state resistance with time and crystallization results in the decrease of amorphous state resistance with time, the dependence of one on the other is an important property to be investigated.
In this paper, we have developed an experimental methodology to investigate both the cell resistance and the drift dependences of the crystallization properties at shorter time scales (ls) using an on-chip micro-thermal stage (MTS). In order to allow the cell resistance to drift without thermal disturbances and thus separate drift from crystallization, we applied multiple short pulses to the MTS heater instead of monitoring the resistance change while being heated by a single long pulse as in Ref. 5 . Our results using a doped SbTe alloy as phase-change material 8 show that the crystallization properties vary significantly with the nature of the amorphous region and depend on the drift properties of the cell as well.
II. MICRO-THERMAL STAGE AND PROGRAMMING SETUP
The crystallization time must be studied at a short time scale that is comparable to those involved in the device operation. In conventional measurement setups involving a hot chuck, the thermal time constant is too large to enable these studies. Hence, we use a structure called a micro-thermal stage that has a platinum (Pt) heater built on top of the lateral PCM cell (See Fig. 1 ), which is fabricated as reported in a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: cyahn@stanford.edu. This micro heater gives us the ability to control the temperature of the phase-change material in the microsecond time scale. The temperature is varied by changing the voltage amplitude of the heating pulse (V Pt ). The MTS temperature is calibrated by the temperature dependence of the resistivity of the Pt heater (q Pt ), using
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where TCR Pt , T HC , P, and R H are temperature coefficient of resistance of Pt, temperature of hot chuck on which the sample is placed, power delivered to the Pt heater, and thermal resistance between the Pt heater and the chuck, respectively. R H of 1.06 C/mW (Ref. 5 ) is used to extract the temperature rise from the delivered power to the MTS heater in this work.
The measurement setup consists of two sets of electrical pulses applied to the device, as shown in Fig. 2 . One is the voltage pulse applied directly to the PCM cell to resetprogram the PCM cell initially and read the cell resistance afterwards during heating. The reset pulse, which has a width of 50-100 ns and a rise/fall time of 2 ns is applied by a pulse pattern generator, Agilent 81110 A. Another pulse is the 100 ls-long heating pulse applied to the platinum heater (MTS). After applying the reset pulse and consequently programming the device to its high-resistance state, the heating pulse is applied to slowly recrystallize the cell. The heating pulse is applied as multiple short pulses or thermal disturbances separated by the time interval, t p that can be controlled. During the application of the heating pulse, the Joule heating in the PCM device is neglected because of the small read current. It is found that the crystallization time is independent of the heating pulse duration (if we apply a longer pulse, then the number of heating pulses required to fully crystallize the PCM cell is reduced accordingly, making the total crystallization time unchanged), which implies that the applied multiple pulses can be considered as additive thermal disturbances in this work. Figure 3 shows the typical crystallization characteristic for a PCM cell with its own local MTS heater at the annealing temperature (T A ) of about 270 C. With the heating pulse of 100 ls width and 1 ls rising/falling time turned on, the resistance gradually decreases until the crystallization path begins to be formed. After the cell is crystallized to a lowresistance state by the MTS heater, we observe that the resistance is larger by 15% to 30% than the set-programmed value by the electrical pulse. As can be seen in the inset of Fig. 3 , the PCM cell is electrically programmed with reset/ set resistance ratio of $1000 and at least 100 cycles of set and reset programming are performed before each measurement of the crystallization time (t crys ) to verify that the PCM cell characteristics are stable at both set and reset resistance 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 2. (Color online)
Electrical pulse profile for resetprogramming, reading, and MTS heating. SD is a switch delay fixed at SD ¼ 500 (ms) unless otherwise mentioned. Reading voltage is set at V READ $ 0.1 V to prevent the PCM cell from being recrystallized due to Joule heating. The 100 ls-long heating pulse is applied to the Pt heater with different voltage amplitudes, V Pt , to give different annealing temperatures.
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Ahn et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110, 114520 (2011) values. By finding the number of annealing pulses required to fully crystallize the PCM cell in Fig. 3 , the crystallization time is found to be about 4 ms (40 Â 100 ls) for the annealing temperature of 270 C with V Pt of about 6 V. The precise value of the crystallization time may depend on how the crystallization time is determined (e.g., differentiation of the resistance versus time curve to find the point where the resistance begins to abruptly decrease during heating or finding the time required for the initial amorphous state to reach a resistance of several times the set one) from the given resistance (R) versus cumulative heating time (t heat ) characteristics. Nevertheless, our preliminary analysis shows that any employed method to calculate the crystallization time makes little difference in the overall conclusion once the method is applied consistently for t crys determination.
To see the dependence of the crystallization time on the initial cell resistance, the PCM cells were programmed to resistances of 2, 3, 4, and 5 M X and the crystallization times were measured for various temperatures. The result is shown in Fig. 4(a) . As seen in the figure, the crystallization time exponentially falls off with increasing temperature following the Arrhenius equation, 10 from $ 50 ms to $ 200 ls for temperatures ranging from $ 230 C to $ 290 C when the initial cell resistance is set at $ 3 M X by adjusting the reset voltage. To study the crystallization for different cell resistances, a 100 ns-long voltage pulse with rising and falling time of 2 ns was applied to the cell in the set state with its amplitude increased in a few steps of mV to achieve different cell resistances. If we start the MTS heating with the higher cell resistances of 4 M and 5 M X, the crystallization time increases implying that the increased amorphous fraction makes the crystallization process harder. The activation energy for crystallization 11 is extracted from the slope of the t crys versus 1/kT A (k is the Boltzmann constant) plot in Fig. 4(a) , and it is found to be about 2 eV, which agrees well with the reported value in our previous work. 5 It should be noted that further increase of the cell resistance toward the full-reset value of about 6 M X results in almost the same crystallization time. This trend of an initial increase of crystallization time with increasing cell resistance and saturation afterward is more clearly observed in Fig. 4(b) , which shows the crystallization times as a function of cell resistances, R. The recrystallization time due to thermal disturbances is found to saturate as the cell resistance increases, and it may be attributed to the fact that the amorphous volume of the lateral PCM cell does not change so much once it reaches near the full-reset state. We next investigate the difference in the crystallization behavior for three different programming schemes used in multi-level applications. In the first scheme, the various intermediate resistances are obtained by applying the reset pulses of different amplitudes (pulse-amplitude control, PAC). In the second scheme, a reset pulse with a maximum reset amplitude is applied to the cell and the fall time of this pulse is controlled to vary the quenching time of the molten phase-change material within the cell (pulse-tail duration control, PDC). 12 The longer the fall-time, the smaller the resistance as the molten material will have sufficient time to crystallize during the quenching process. In the last scheme, we control the filament formation during the set process 13 by applying set pulses of varying amplitudes (current-filament control, CFC) to the cell which is initially programmed to the full-reset state. For each intermediate resistance state, the cell is subjected to consecutive thermal disturbance pulses causing a temperature rise of about 220 C. The crystallization times for the different intermediate states, achieved by different programming schemes, are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that for the cells with the same resistance state, the crystallization time is much smaller for the current filament control case than the other schemes. This can be explained by a growth-dominated mechanism of the crystallization starting from the already-present crystalline filament boundaries in these intermediate states. 13 For the other two schemes, the crystallization can start only from the outer boundaries of the amorphous region. Figure 6 illustrates how the growth-dominated crystallization process occurs differently for three different programming schemes of pulse-amplitude control, pulse-tail duration control, and current-filament control. It should be noted from Fig. 6 that crystallization due to thermal disturbances (MTS heating) can occur at the incomplete crystalline filament as well as at the outer crystalline/amorphous boundary only for the current-filament control case. The other two cases have less possibility to form crystalline nuclei inside of the amorphous region because their intermediate state formation starts from a completely molten volume due to high voltage pulse applied. The pulse-tail duration scheme starting from the full-reset state (the cell in this intermediate state is called "partial set" state because it is being partially set-programed) and the pulse-amplitude control scheme starting from the full-set state (the cell is in the partial reset state) thus show slower recrystallization or better retention due to the more uniform nature of the amorphous region formed within the cell and the lack of any random crystallites or crystal filaments in the bulk amorphous region as well.
Because our crystallization time measurements show typical Arrhenius behavior, it is possible to extract the two Arrhenius parameters of activation energy E A and preexponential factor s 0 of the Meyer-Neldel (MN) model. 14 The MN rule predicts that s 0 is given by,
to compensate for the structural relaxation process with a high activation energy barrier. The energy D (¼ kT MN ) in Eq. (2) is of particular importance to understand the structural relaxation (SR) process as it represents the amount of thermal excitation energy that should be provided by a single electron-phonon interaction 15 to overcome the activation barrier E A . E A is experimentally determined by measuring the crystallization times of the PCM cell in the partial reset state for two different temperatures and then s 0 is easily obtained by plugging the obtained E A value into the Arrhenius equation for a given temperature T, t crys ¼ s 0 expðE A =kTÞ:
We find in this work that E A and s 0 are about 2.15 eV and 4.45 Â 10 À24 s, respectively, with no dependence of these parameters on the amorphous cell resistances. The parameters of E A and s 0 have been obtained in previous research by solely measuring the resistance drift 7 or the crystallization represent the amorphous or crystalline growth when the voltage amplitude or the fall time of the reset pulse is increased in the PAC or PDC scheme, respectively, and the crystallization occurring both at outer boundaries and at filaments is depicted in the CFC scheme.
time. 16, 17 Because our experimental setup allows the crystallization process to be affected by the resistance drift, comparing the Arrhenius parameters in this work with those in the literature would be valuable to understand the crystallization process within the framework of the SR model. Our measured Arrhenius parameters align well with a fit line in the s 0 versus E A plot in Ref. 7 and it suggests that crystallization and resistance drift can be explained by the MeyerNeldel equation with the same physical parameters of s 00 and T MN . The proposed unified mechanism of structural relaxation for crystallization and drift 7 is confirmed here. Our experimental results also support the idea in Ref. 7 that the extremely small pre-exponential value for crystallization (on the order of 10 À24 s) is attributed to the large activation energy barrier.
Lastly, we investigate the dependence of the crystallization time on the resistance drift in Fig. 7 with the PCM cells programmed to the same initial amorphous resistances. The effect of drift is incorporated by changing the time interval (t p ) between the consecutive heating pulses applied during the crystallization process. This difference in time intervals between the two pulses will cause the cells to drift differently, as the resistance drift is related to time by a power-law equation. 18 Hence, any change in the crystallization time (i.e., cumulative heating time to achieve full crystallization) between the different cases of time interval should be directly due to the additional drift occurring in the cell states. It is clearly seen in Fig. 7 that the crystallization occurs faster as we decrease the time interval from 10 s to 1.2 s. To understand the observed dependence of crystallization on drift, it should be noted that the annealed cells are not disturbed by the same number of MTS pulses. If they have been stressed by the same number of MTS pulses, then the cells that had larger time intervals between the heating pulses would not have reached complete crystallization compared to those that had shorter intervals during the thermal disturbance. Hence, with the same number of MTS pulses, it is not possible to compare the crystallization time for larger time intervals with that for smaller intervals. Because the on parts of the MTS pulse are exactly the same for both cases, the difference in the number of MTS pulses and, thus, in crystallization time should come from the off parts of the MTS pulse, which are modulated by different t p values. Even though the temperature in the off parts of the MTS pulse is just room temperature, a few seconds of long wait time for the cell to drift should lead to a significant amount of resistance drift. At high temperatures (during the on part of MTS pulses), the resistance drift is not accelerated linearly with temperature, possibly due to the simultaneous crystallization process, 5 and the notable difference in t crys for different t p values should come from the different amount of resistance drift during the off part. Figure 7 also shows that the statistical variation that arises from the random nature of the crystallization process is found to be quite large, so more than 10 samples of crystallization time measurements have been averaged for each time interval to give statistically reasonable values with 1-sigma (r) uncertainties. The linear fit line in the log-scaled t crys versus t p plot lies within the statistical error bars, and thus we conclude that the measured crystallization time in Fig. 7 depends exponentially on the time interval between the multiple pulses. Because the drift of the reset resistance follows the phenomenological power law with time, it is concluded from the above results that the resistance drift can decelerate the crystallization process. Our preliminary analysis shows that the increased crystallization time with additional resistance drift is attributed to the increased effective activation energy. This is because the different amount of resistance drift, which is expected to have a smaller activation barrier than the crystallization process has, 7 should give different "effective" E A values when the crystallization time is measured with varying t p values. A separate and detailed study on the physical basis of what we observed in Fig. 7 is being carried out currently and the results will be published elsewhere. It is noted from this finding that if a PCM cell is reset-programmed, it would be better to program the neighboring cells at a later time, allowing the current cell to drift for some time. This would lower the probability of cell failure due to thermal disturbances.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have used a micro-thermal stage to study the crystallization behavior of lateral PCM cells in the microsecond time scale, and the dependence of the crystallization time on the cell resistance and the temperature has been investigated. The crystallization behavior for the intermediate states obtained by various programming schemes were compared, and it was found that the pulse-tail duration control has the best retention characteristics due to the uniform nature of the amorphous region formed. Furthermore, the effect of the resistance drift on the crystallization time was studied, showing that a longer drift process leads to better retention. This also suggests a better programming scheme to reduce failure in the memory bits due to thermal disturbances from the neighboring cells. This study on the crystallization process of a PCM cell leads to better understanding of physical origins of crystallization within a PCM cell.
